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OBEDIENCE / OBEY / 2019 

2-18-19 
HH)  be silent for 5 minutes;   5  minutes of Silence:  trigger;   obedience is the trigger;   
(the eye thing taking me into the depths)   obedience triggers yielding;   understand 

2-20-19 
HH)   pay close attention;   attention, attention, attention;   spiritual eyes alert;   
(suddenly, I disallowed the enemy from Our meetings tonight through any source or 
means and I put up a shield surrounding Our meeting place so the enemy had no 
entrance or access and I LAAI the disallowance and LAAI the putting up of the shield 
surrounding Our meeting place all WTLAOYNY.)   good discernment;   it was 
imperative;   Obedience, Obedience, Obedience is key;   Child, see the need for 
Obedience without discussion;   enemy stopped before they knew or could know 
about the defense being put in place;   stay on guard, stay on guard;   be aware of 
unctions I give you and be quick to act on them;  

5-13-19      
HH)   listen to My new commands for you;   you shall Bless all I tell you to Bless with 
the fingers of your right hand;   receive what I say to receive;  reject what I say to reject 
and how I say to reject;   you must be absolutely obedient in these things, Child;   
(I understand and agree to be obedient to what you say, Father.)  

6-13-19 
HP)  falter not, My Children;   stay the course, stay the course I have chosen for 
you each;   eyes on Me seeing what I am doing;   be ye instantly obedient to what I 
ask of you;   must, must;   timing, timing always be aware of My timing;   hinder it not; 

9-05-19 
HH)   Child, obedience, obedience, obedience;   you have sacrificed much to obey;   
prepare your pockets to receive;   (Yes, Lord;  I LAAI this preparation WTLAOYNY.)    

10-05-19 
L)   continue in My Obedience, Child;   let it never cease;   (I agree, Lord and I do 
LAAI WTLAOYNY my increasing obedience to You Almighty Yahweh.  Hallelujah!)   
yes, Hallelujah;   follow in My footsteps I have lined out for You;    
   
11-07-19 
HP)   SIS   obedience;   ahh, obedience;   My Chosen, open your eyes to all that 
obedience entails, to all that it accomplishes, to all the benefits of it on multiple 
levels;   yes, open your eyes wide and see;   I have spoken 
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11-14-19 
HP)  SIS;   again, Child, keep moving forth in obedience to Me and your assignment 
tasks;   complete them; be diligent 

12-02-19 
L)   SIS;   Contingent;   much is Contingent upon the obedience of My people;   My 
Chosen, My Chosen, resolve yourselves to being obedient to Me;   resolve, resolve, 
resolve 


